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Purpose: Deformable registration generally relies on the assumption that the sought spatial trans-

formation is smooth. Yet, breathing motion involves sliding of the lung with respect to the chest

wall, causing a discontinuity in the motion field, and the smoothness assumption can lead to poor

matching accuracy. In response, alternative registration methods have been proposed, several of

which rely on prior segmentations. We propose an original method for automatically extracting a

particular segmentation, called a motion mask, from a CT image of the thorax.

Methods: The motion mask separates moving from less-moving regions, conveniently allowing si-

multaneous estimation of their motion, while providing an interface where sliding occurs. The

sought segmentation is subanatomical and based on physiological considerations, rather than organ

boundaries. We therefore first extract clear anatomical features from the image, with respect to

which the mask is defined. Level sets are then used to obtain smooth surfaces interpolating these

features. The resulting procedure comes down to a monitored level set segmentation of binary label

images. The method was applied to sixteen inhale-exhale image pairs. To illustrate the suitability

of the motion masks, they were used during deformable registration of the thorax.

Results: For all patients, the obtained motion masks complied with the physiological requirements

and were consistent with respect to patient anatomy between inhale and exhale. Registration using

the motion mask resulted in higher matching accuracy for all patients, and the improvement was

statistically significant. Registration performance was comparable to that obtained using lung

masks when considering the entire lung region, but the use of motion masks led to significantly bet-

ter matching near the diaphragm and mediastinum, for the bony anatomy and for the trachea. The

use of the masks was shown to facilitate the registration, allowing to reduce the complexity of the

spatial transformation considerably, while maintaining matching accuracy.

Conclusions: We proposed an automated segmentation method for obtaining motion masks, capa-

ble of facilitating deformable registration of the thorax. The use of motion masks during registra-

tion leads to matching accuracies comparable to the use of lung masks for the lung region but

motion masks are more suitable when registering the entire thorax. VC 2012 American Association
of Physicists in Medicine. [DOI: 10.1118/1.3679009]
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I. INTRODUCTION

In radiation therapy, deformable image registration of com-

puted tomography (CT) images of the thorax has been exten-

sively used for a variety of tasks1,2 and is a key enabling tool

for 4D radiotherapy.3 Image registration aims at finding a suit-

able spatial transformation such that a transformed target

image becomes similar to a reference image. The underlying
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numerical problem is ill-posed, and explicit restrictions should

encode the physical understanding of the sought deformation

and drive the algorithm to solutions with plausible and desira-

ble properties. In particular, the assumption of spatial smooth-

ness of the transformation is widely used to estimate motion

induced deformations. Depending on the registration method,

this can be accomplished by expressing the transformation

using smooth basis functions, through smoothness constraints

and by including regularization penalties in the optimization

framework favoring smooth solutions.

Respiratory motion involves sliding of the lung, dia-

phragm, and liver against the pleural wall. In this case, adja-

cent structures are moving independently with respect to

each other, and the motion field is discontinuous. Homoge-

neous smoothing of the transformation will result in locally

reduced registration accuracy in these regions,4,5 as it contra-

dicts the physiology of the motion.

The issue of sliding motion in deformable image registra-

tion has been addressed in a number of ways. Recently,

preliminary results have been reported for specifically

designed regularization schemes. Wolthaus et al.6 used

tissue-dependent filtering for the deformation field, using the

density measure from the CT image to differentiate between

regions. Motion estimation improved for the lung region but

was still prone to error near the diaphragm and upper abdo-

men where density is similar to that of the thoracic wall.

Ruan et al.7 described a class of discontinuity preserving

regularization schemes. Unfortunately, these may preserve

other undesirable flow singularities. In response, a robust

energy functional was proposed8 to discriminantly preserve

large shear. Similarly, Chun et al.9 modified an invertibility

penalty of the craniocaudal deformation component to en-

courage the preservation of large sliding motion. Visual

assessment showed an improved representation of the sliding

motion along that direction.

Alternatively, sliding was addressed by using a spatial

prior about the sliding interface. Most authors have opted for

manual or automatic segmentations of the lungs, which can

be extracted easily. Kabus et al.10 and McClelland et al.11

masked the background to the segmented lungs in both

images during registration. This procedure removes the

influence of the neighboring tissue, but the obtained motion

estimate is only valid for the studied object. Siebenthal

et al.12 manually segmented the liver in the reference image,

while Xie et al.13 used manual segmentations of the thoracic

and abdominal cavity in the reference image to account for

the sliding motion.

Several authors proposed to use a manual, subanatomical

segmentation of the inner thoracic structures in both

images.5,14,15 Rather than segmenting individual organs, this

approach divides the thorax into moving (lungs, mediastinum,

and abdomen) and less-moving (the remainder) regions, which

is why we will refer to this segmentation as a motion mask.

Each region is registered separately, and the solution is com-

posed for the entire image. To avoid gaps in the composed de-

formation field, Wu et al.5 introduced a boundary matching

criterion, penalizing a potential mismatch between the respec-

tive borders. As a consequence, segmentations must be con-

sistent with respect to the patient anatomy to avoid inducing

errors during subsequent registration. A similar criterion was

used by McClelland et al.,11 who included a mechanism to

limit the effect of small segmentation errors of the lungs.

An alternative registration approach was proposed by

Schmidt-Richberg et al.,4 who locally modified a diffusive

regularization with respect to a given lung segmentation.

Their method allows for discontinuities in the motion field in

the direction tangential to the interface, required to preserve

sliding motion. The continuity in the normal direction is how-

ever maintained, eliminating gaps in the motion field. Similar

results were obtained by Delmon et al.,16 who decomposed a

B-spline deformation grid to represent sliding at a given inter-

face. In both cases, only one segmentation is required, and

the entire image can be processed simultaneously.

In this work, we focus on the motion mask, as it has sev-

eral advantages over other segmentations. With respect to

lung masks, motion masks provide a physiologically more

complete description of the regions where sliding motion

occurs. By continuing below the diaphragm and encompass-

ing the mediastinum, two clearly separated regions are

obtained. This facilitates motion estimation for the entire

thorax by simplifying the composition of the registration

results obtained for each region, or the application of a spe-

cific regularization along the interface. Organs with similar

motion are grouped, conveniently allowing to jointly esti-

mate the motion for similarly moving tissue, and to adapt the

registration to each of the motion regions.

We propose a fully automated method for extracting a

motion mask from a CT image of the thorax. To our knowl-

edge, this is the first automated segmentation method to be

proposed for this purpose. The obtained masks can be used

in combination with any of the previously mentioned regis-

tration methods requiring an a priori segmentation. The

method is applied to inhale and exhale images originating

from 4D CT sets of 16 thoracic cancer patients. The suitabil-

ity of the automatically obtained masks is illustrated by

using them during deformable registration following the

method proposed by Wu et al.,5 and compared to conven-

tional registration, and registration using lung masks.

II. METHOD

II.A. Motion mask definition

We briefly review the mechanics of respiration with the

objective of establishing a physiological prior for the motion

mask segmentation. Anatomically (Fig. 1), each lung is

located within a pleural sac, which is made up of two

membranes called the pleurae. The outer parietal pleura is

adherent to the internal surface of the thoracic cavity, the di-

aphragm, and the mediastinum. The inner visceral pleura

covers the lung and is adherent to its surface. Both inner and

outer pleura join at the root of the lung, which is the point of

entry of bronchi, vessels, and nerves into the lung. The space

enclosed between the pleurae is called the pleural cavity,

which is filled with liquid.17 Below the diaphragm, the parie-

tal pleura continues to the costodiaphragmatic recess, a

potential space not occupied by the lung during normal tidal
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breathing, where the costal and diaphragmatic part of the pa-

rietal pleura meet.18

During respiration, the breathing muscles—mainly the di-

aphragm and intercostal muscles—contract, which causes

the thoracic cage and subsequently the lungs to expand. As

the lungs inflate inside the thorax, sliding can occur between

the membranes. At the lung-to-mediastinum interface, slid-

ing is limited due to the entry of the vessels, bronchi, and

nerves. These, along with the heart and other structures in

the mediastinum, tend to move with the lung, though usually

with reduced amplitude. At the interface of the lungs with

the chest wall, the pleurae are free to slide with respect to

each other. The inferior, posterior part of the lungs near the

diaphragm tends to exhibit the largest sliding. At the anterior

side of the lung-to-chest interface, sliding motion is small as

the diaphragm is attached to the sternum, limiting the extent

of motion (see Gray,19 chapter IV.6.c). Below the dia-

phragm, the presence of the parietal pleura allows sliding of

the liver and upper abdomen against the chest wall. Figure 4

shows sagittal views of the exhale and inhale images in color

overlay, allowing to identify the regions where strong sliding

motion occurs.

We define the sought motion mask as follows (Fig. 1). To

preserve sliding motion, the segmentation should provide a

separation between the lungs and the chest wall. At the

medial lung interface, there is a continuous and smooth tran-

sition of motion, making it more convenient to consider the

mediastinum together with the lungs. Below the diaphragm,

the segmentation should continue downwards. Though the

extent of the costodiaphragmatic recess is usually not visible

on CT images, it should at least reach below the diaphragm

position of the inhale frame, thereby including the liver and

upper abdomen. The strong correlation of the motion of this

region with the diaphragm and lower lungs justifies this

choice. Further below the diaphragm, the motion mask is not

defined and should therefore not be used for registering the

entire abdomen.

II.B. Motion mask extraction

The core of the method is based on the level set frame-

work,20 from which we exploit the intrinsic smoothing prop-

erty, which allows to include geometric priors in the

definition of the motion mask. The conventional level set

segmentation problem is simplified by applying it to binary

images. The available image information is strongly reduced

prior to processing, only retaining clear anatomical struc-

tures with respect to which we define the location of the

segmentation.

We can thus divide the method for obtaining the motion

mask into two parts (Fig. 2). First, a preprocessing step is per-

formed during which the CT images are reduced to binary

label images containing only the relevant anatomical features.

FIG. 1. Overview of the relevant anatomy of the thorax. The dashed line

defines the contour of the motion mask.

FIG. 2. Overview of the proposed method for extracting the motion mask. The figure shows sagittal views through the right lung of the results obtained for patient

1. The top row shows the input CT image, and a 3D surface rendering of the corresponding motion mask obtained using the method. The second row shows the

label images, obtained by extracting anatomical features from the CT image. This yields the bony anatomy, the patient body and the lungs. The label images are

then combined (þ) and used to constrain (�) the evolving interface during consecutive level set processing steps, the results of which are shown in the bottom

row. The current mask (white) is shown in overlay with the edges of the extracted features (black). From left to right are shown: the centered ellipsoid used to ini-

tialize the level set, the contour after reaching the detection point just in front of the anterior patient-to-air interface (the detection point—located in the center sag-

ittal plane—projected onto this plane, would be located in the lower right corner of the image), the contour after having covered 95% of the lungs, and the final

motion mask.
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Next, these images are combined and used to control the

evolving interface in consecutive level set processing steps.

II.B.1. Feature extraction

The method requires binary label images of the outer

patient body contour, the bony anatomy, and the lungs. In

radiotherapy, some or all of these segmentations are often

readily available due to the treatment planning process.

Alternatively, methods described in literature, allowing to

automatically detect these features can be used. For com-

pleteness, we will give a brief overview of the procedure fol-

lowed here and refer to the relevant work for a detailed

description. The basic operations are thresholding, mathe-

matical morphology, and region growing. In particular,

three-dimensional (3D) connected component labeling using

a 26-voxel connectivity is frequently applied, which amounts

to labeling each distinct object in a binary image. By sorting

the labeled objects with respect to the number of voxels, a

selection can be made based on the object size. In the follow-

ing text, we will assume that patients were imaged from

above the lungs to approximately 15 cm below the dia-

phragm in the exhale position.

The patient body: The image is first binarized by thresh-

olding at -300 Hounsfield units (HU), and the largest connected

component of the low intensity regions is the air surrounding

the patient. Connected component labeling of all remaining

regions yields the patient body as the principal label.

The bony anatomy: Depending on the image quality,

extracting the complete bony anatomy can be challenging.

However, only an approximate segmentation of the rib cage

is required, since this label is only used for constraining the

evolving level set (see Sec. II B 2). We first perform edge

preserving smoothing, using anisotropic diffusion.21 The

largest connected component, after binarizing with a lower

threshold of 100 HU, corresponds to the main connected

bony structure, i.e., column, vertebrae, ribs, and sternum.

For images obtained using a contrast agent, this step might

have to be modified.

The lungs: The quality of the lung label image directly

influences the aspect of the final motion mask (see Sec. II B 2).

The procedure adopted is largely based on a segmentation

method described by van Rikxoort et al. (Ref. 22, Section II A).

First, thresholding at�300 HU is applied and only the second

largest label is retained, corresponding to the lungs, bronchi,

and trachea. The trachea is detected in the top axial slices,

and trachea and bronchi are identified using explosion-

controlled region growing.23 The lungs and airways are then

segmented using Otsu thresholding24 from which the previ-

ously detected trachea and bronchi are removed. Morphologi-

cal closing using a 4 mm kernel radius is applied on the

result.

II.B.2. Level set processing

Level sets, originally proposed by Osher and Sethian,20

correspond to a numerical method for tracking the evolution

of an interface. Let X be a bounded open subset of Rd. In

the level set formalism, the evolving interface C � Rd at

time s is embedded as the zero level of a Lipschitz-

continuous level set function u : Rdþ1 7!R, that satisfies

uðx; sÞ < 0 for x 2 Xin

uðx; sÞ > 0 for x 62 Xin

uðx; sÞ ¼ 0 for x 2 C;

8<
: (1)

where Xin is a region in X bounded by C¼ @Xin. In this

work, the evolution of the level set is governed by the fol-

lowing expression:25

@uðx; sÞ
@s

¼ avðxÞ þ bvðxÞjð Þkruðx; sÞk: (2)

In Eq. (2), j is the curvature calculated on the zero-level, v
is a scalar velocity map derived from the image, and a and b
are scalar constants introduced to balance the relative influ-

ence of each of the terms. The first term provides a propaga-

tion force, favoring an expansion or contraction of the

contour depending on the sign of a. The second term will pe-

nalize high curvature and serves as a spatial regularization

limiting the complexity of the shape of the interface.

Note that initially, level set methods were introduced to

model the front propagation of an interface.20 Afterwards,

they were applied to medical image segmentation to automati-

cally detect the boundaries of structures of interest26,27—in

this case obtained as the steady state solution @u
@s ¼ 0. We pro-

pose to take benefit of both uses. The level set framework is

used as a high-level tool to propagate a 3D interface with a

global regularization of its shape. The propagation of the

interface is controlled through velocity maps v, obtained as a

combination of the extracted binary label images. These ve-

locity maps will define two types of regions in X: one where

the interface evolves with isotropic speed (v(x)¼ 1), and one

where the level set is confined to its current state (v(x)¼ 0).

For each of the level set processing steps, we define a stopping

criteria directly linked to the extracted anatomical structures.

Following the considerations made in Sec. II A, the

sought region Xin extends beyond the field of view at the in-

ferior end of the image, making X unbounded with respect

to the original image size. To remedy this, all velocity maps

are mirrored with respect to the inferior axial plane (Fig. 3).

From the resulting mask, only the part covering the original

region is retained. A strong geometric prior was established

during the entire procedure by means of a high curvature

scaling: b¼ 30 while jaj � 1.

Initializing the level set in the abdomen: The main goal

of this step is to provide a stable initialization, to ensure a

proper inclusion of the abdominal region and to reach the an-

terior patient-to-air interface. The initial contour is taken

from a small ellipsoid centered at the patient body, and

moved forward until there is no more overlap with the bony

anatomy. The level set is initialized with the signed distance

map of the ellipsoid and let to evolve with v(x)¼ 1, except at

the bony anatomy where v(x)¼ 0. A positive propagation

(a¼ 1) ensures a growing interface. The evolution of the

contour is monitored and stopped when a detection point is

reached, placed 10 mm outside of the patient contour, in

front of the most inferior patient-to-air interface, and cen-

tered with respect to the patient.
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Filling the thoracic cavity: Next, we wish to fill the entire

thoracic cavity including the lungs and mediastinum. To this

end, the previous result is propagated further (a¼ 1), but the

underlying velocity field is altered so that in addition to the bony

anatomy, everything outside the patient body yields v(x)¼ 0.

The part of the interface which has evolved outside the patient

body is now confined to its current position. The remainder of

the level set is let to propagate with unit velocity inside the tho-

racic cavity while the coverage of the extracted lungs is moni-

tored. When the contour covers at least 95% of the lungs, the

algorithm is terminated, and the full lung region is included by

calculating the union of the resulting mask with the lung mask.

The execution is terminated at 95% rather than 100% for reasons

of efficiency, the upper part of the lungs requiring a lot of itera-

tions while only marginally modifying the aspect of the contour.

Smoothing to the lungs: In this final step, we refine the pre-

vious solution to obtain a smooth contour that adopts the outer

shape of the lungs but includes the mediastinum and upper ab-

domen. The velocity map employed is a unit field everywhere

except outside the body, at the bony anatomy and in the lungs.

Only the curvature term is retained during this phase (b¼ 30),

no propagation force was included (a¼ 0). In practice, this will

lead to contraction as curvature is integrated along contour

length. As the driving force is now only determined by the local

curvature, regions with strong curvature initially evolve

quickly while others remain virtually unchanged. The evolu-

tion conveniently slows down as the contour becomes

smoother, making the total number of iterations not very criti-

cal. This step is run for 500 iterations, which was empirically

found to be sufficient to smoothen the mask. Note that, by prop-

agating the contour outside the patient body in the first level set

processing step, and applying v(x)¼ 0 to the air around the

body afterwards, we can avoid that the contour recedes and no

longer includes the entire abdomen. The motion mask is lim-

ited to the patient body using the corresponding mask.

III. EXPERIMENTS

III.A. Motion mask extraction

The method was applied to the exhale and inhale frames

of 4D CT images of the thorax of 16 patients with thoracic

malignancies (esophagus or lung cancer). All images were

part of a radiotherapy planning protocol.

The first six data sets were acquired on a Brilliance Big Bore

16-slice CT scanner (Philips Medical Systems, Cleveland, OH)

at our institute, the Léon Bérard Cancer Center in Lyon, France,

and are publicly available http://www.creatis.insa-lyon.fr/rio/

popi-model. Retrospective respiratory-correlated reconstruction

into ten 3D CT images was made possible by simultaneous re-

cording of a respiratory trace using the Pneumo Chest Bellows

(Lafayette Instrument, Lafayette, IN).

The remaining 10 data sets are part of another publicly

available deformable image registration reference data-

base.28 They were acquired on a Discovery ST PET/CT

scanner (GE Medical Systems, Waukesha, WI), at the Uni-

versity of Texas M. D. Anderson Cancer Center in Houston,

Texas. The respiratory signal was obtained from the Real-

Time Position Management Respiratory Gating System

(Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA).

The original resolution was approximately 1� 1� 2 mm

for the first sets, and 1� 1� 2.5 mm for the remaining sets.

Features were extracted using the original images to ensure

optimal image quality. Prior to level set processing and

registration, all images were resampled to a 2 mm isotropic

voxel size.

III.B. Deformable registration per region

III.B.1. Registration method

The suitability of the obtained masks was verified by

applying them to deformable registration of the lungs. We

used the publicly available ITK (Ref. 29) implementation of

free-form deformations based on cubic B-splines.30 A multi-

resolution approach with three levels was used for the

images as well as the B-spline control point grid, the final

level having a 2 mm and 32 mm spacing, respectively.

Image intensities were interpolated using cubic B-splines.

Similarity was measured through the sum of squared differ-

ences and optimized by the limited memory BFGS algo-

rithm31 starting from an initial zero deformation vector field.

The motion masks were incorporated in the registration

framework using the method proposed by Wu et al.5 In this

FIG. 3. The final motion mask: (a) a coronal view of

the final mask shown on the edges of the used mirrored
version of the binary label images; (b) two axial views

of the mask: the top one taken halfway through the

lungs and the bottom one taken from the most inferior

plane of the image; (c) 3D surface renderings of the an-

terior (top) and posterior (bottom) view of the motion

mask.
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procedure, a mask is calculated for both the reference and

target image and used to mask the background of the consid-

ered region. Each region is then registered separately, and

the full deformation field is obtained by composing the

results. During registration, a thin border of voxels of 10 mm

outside the considered region is included in the calculation

of the similarity measure. This contribution penalizes a

potential mismatch between the region borders, reducing the

presence of gaps in the composed deformation field but

without constraining the sliding motion. The results were

compared to conventional registration without the use of a

mask, and to registration using the lung masks extracted in

Sec. II B 1. The registration method for the latter was the

same as for the motion masks.

III.B.2. Evaluation method

The registration performance for the lungs was evaluated

by assessing the matching accuracy of anatomical landmarks

in the lungs. We calculated the target registration error (TRE),

which is defined as the distance between the manual annota-

tion in the target image, and the corresponding point in the ref-

erence image after being displaced by the registration results.

The landmarks for the first six patients were identified

using a semiautomatic software tool proposed by Murphy

et al.32 The landmark identification procedure followed is

described in Ref. 33 and resulted in approximately 100 land-

marks per image pair. The landmarks for the remaining

images were identified following the methodology described

in Refs. 34, 35 and consisted of 300 landmarks per image

pair. In total, 3620 landmarks were available inside the

lungs. Two subsets of the landmarks were created in order to

allow local evaluation of the registration accuracy in the

lungs. For the first, all landmarks within 10 mm of the chest

wall were selected, leading to a total of 757 landmarks. The

second subset was based on all points within 10 mm of the

remaining lung borders, i.e., the diaphragm and mediastinum

and consisted of 636 landmarks.

In addition, we assessed the registration performance out-

side the lungs by evaluating the overlap between anatomical

features extracted from the image pair. We used the bony

anatomy, and the trachea along with the bronchi, detected as

described in Sec. II B 1. The features in the target image

were deformed using the registration results and we calcu-

lated the Dice similarity coefficient36 (DSC) with the fea-

tures in the reference image. The DSC of two label images is

defined as the ratio of the number of voxels in the intersec-

tion to the mean label volume.

IV. RESULTS

IV.A. Motion mask extraction

The procedure gave satisfying results for all tested images.

All masks complied with the general requirements given in

Sec. II A, i.e., the segmentations encompassed the mediasti-

num and upper abdomen and conformed to the lungs near the

chest wall. The calculation of the label images required less

than a minute per image. The level set processing time

required 6 min 44 s on average while the longest execution

time recorded was 9 min 04 s (on a single 2.4 GHz CPU).

Sagittal views of the final and intermediate results of the

feature extraction and the level set processing steps, obtained

for patient 1, are shown in Fig. 2. In Fig. 3(a), the final seg-

mentation obtained for patient 1 is depicted in overlay with

the edges of the full, mirrored label image used during the

final level set propagation step. In addition, two axial views

[Fig. 3(b)] and an anterior and posterior view of a 3D surface

rendering of the motion mask [Fig. 3(c)] are shown.

Figure 4 shows color overlays of the exhale and inhale

images for three patients, along with the contours of the

motion masks extracted for each of the images. The masks

corresponding to exhale and inhale are overall very similar as

a consequence of the predominantly diaphragmatic respiration

and consistent mask extraction. Only in Fig. 4(c), stronger dif-

ferences are noticeable due to larger chest and rib motion.

Note that, as the motion mask is a subanatomical segmen-

tation relying on geometric and physiological priors, it is

difficult to directly evaluate the accuracy of the obtained

segmentations. As an alternative, their usefulness will be

quantified in the following section.

IV.B. Deformable registration per region

The masks were constructed for both the end-exhalation

frame and the end-inhalation frame of each 4D CT. They

were then used to modify the images as described in Wu

et al.,5 and the inner and outer thoracic regions were regis-

tered separately.

In Fig. 5, a qualitative comparison of the registration results

obtained for patient 1 is given. Difference images between the

reference and the warped target image are shown in a coronal

plane [Fig. 5(a)]. Enlarged views of the diaphragm are shown

FIG. 4. Sagittal views of overlays of the exhale and

inhale image pairs for three patients, corresponding to

patients 1, 8, and 14. The contours of the motion mask

extracted for each of the images is also shown for the

exhale (inner) and the inhale image (outer).
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in Fig. 5(b), along with the respective deformation vector

fields [Fig. 5(c)].

Conventional registration shows large motion estimates

for the lower ribs and column, leading to poor matching ac-

curacy in these regions. Using a lung mask, the matching of

the lungs clearly improves, but errors are still present near

the diaphragm. Using a motion mask, a discontinuity in the

deformation field can be represented below the diaphragm

position of the exhale frame, resulting in an improved

matching of the surrounding tissue and bony anatomy.

Table I contains the quantitative evaluation of the regis-

tration results for the lungs using all landmarks. We compare

the distance between the landmarks before registration, the

mean TRE after conventional registration, after registration

using the lung mask, and using the motion mask. Table II

contains the mean TRE over all patients, the mean TRE

based on subsets of the landmarks and the overlap measures.

The registration results are further compared by computing a

paired t-test over all patients and considered statistically dif-

ferent for p-values lower than 5� 10�2.

The use of the motion mask improved the registration ac-

curacy for all patients, with respect to registration without

using a mask. The mean TRE over all patients and all land-

marks (Table II, A) improved from 2.76 mm 6 3.14 mm to

1.75 mm 6 1.52 mm, and the improvement was statistically

significant (p-value¼ 6.0� 10�3). The difference in per-

formance was greater when only considering the landmarks

near the chest wall (Table II, B). We also evaluated the

signed average along all components (not shown in Table I),

which revealed that the largest errors were found along the

craniocaudal direction, which is also where the largest dis-

placements take place. The relatively large bias of 1.75 mm

for the conventional registration is reduced to below 0.3 mm

when using the motion mask.

Registration using a lung mask performs comparable to the

motion mask when looking at the entire lung region. Slightly

better results were obtained when using the motion mask,

but the difference was not significant (p-value¼ 3.2� 10�1).

Results become virtually identical near the chest wall, but

when limiting the evaluation to the remaining lung borders

(i.e., the diaphragm and mediastinum, Table II, C), results

were found to be significantly better for the motion mask

(p-value¼ 1.2� 10�2). The TRE based on the complemen-

tary subset of landmarks (i.e., all landmarks within the lungs,

not within a 10 mm distance of the diaphragm and mediasti-

num) was still lower for the motion mask, but the difference

was not significant.

Similar observations can be made regarding the perform-

ance outside the lung region. The overlap of the bony anat-

omy (Table II, D)—subject to little motion as can be seen

from the large DSC before registration—is significantly bet-

ter for the motion mask (p-value< 10�3). In fact, the initial

overlap is not improved by conventional registration nor

registration using a lung mask. The overlap of the highly

mobile trachea and bronchi (Table II, E) was improved by

all registration methods. The best match was obtained using

the motion mask, and the difference with the lung mask was

significant (p-value< 10�3).

V. DISCUSSION

Particular attention was paid to making the automatic

motion mask extraction reliable and robust, in order to limit

the required user interaction in a clinical setting. To this end,

the level set procedure was applied to label images identify-

ing clear anatomical features. The evolution of the level set

was monitored by defining stopping criteria directly related

to these structures, thus eliminating additional convergence

parameters. The proposed procedure comes down to a con-

trolled level set segmentation of binary images. By design,

the obtained segmentation is confined between the ribs and

the lungs, includes the upper abdomen, and continues

smoothly between the lungs and below the diaphragm.

The procedure requires previously extracted feature

images, and the result can be affected by incorrect detection

of these features. Within our group, the segmentation

FIG. 5. Comparison of the results obtained for patient 1

for conventional registration, registration using a lung

mask, and using the motion mask. Column (a) shows

the difference of the reference and the target images

when compensated with the obtained motion estimate,

while (b) shows an enlarged view of the highlighted

region, and (c) is the deformation vector field for that

same region.
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procedure has been applied to other images, outside this

study. These include all 60 frames of the first six 4D CT data

sets,33 and the 60 images used in the Empire lung registration

challenge.37 This allowed us to identify issues when con-

fronted to input images with varying quality and characteris-

tics, and evaluate the sensitivity of the method to erroneous

feature detection.

Few problems were encountered when segmenting the

patient body. Depending on the patient set-up, the procedure

described in Sec. II B 1 might include the scanner couch,

which is not a problem. Images cropped to contain only

the lungs should be padded prior to processing, to include a

�1000 HU border on all sides.

The aspect of the lung mask directly influences the final as-

pect of the motion mask. While the lungs are usually easily

segmented, malignancies in the lungs may be excluded

when they are located at the pleural wall. More elaborate

approaches, designed to deal with the pathological lung,22 can

handle such configurations and include the entire lung region.

For subsequent registration, however, it will depend on

whether the tumor moves together with the lung, or is adher-

ent to the chest wall, which of the previous is the most favor-

able solution. We currently do not have an automated

mechanism to deal with these cases. Motion-induced artifacts,

frequently present in 4D CT images, sometimes affected the

lung segmentations. The corresponding motion masks were

however not influenced, as the impact on the outer shape of

the lungs was small.

The method is less sensitive to incomplete detection of the

bony anatomy, as this feature is only used to constrain the

evolving interface. When entire ribs are missing from the

label image, however, the impact will become noticeable.

Depending on the image quality, detecting the complete rib

cage can be challenging and problems have been encountered

for images characterized by low resolution, low dose, and

artifacts. Manual adaptation of the threshold for the bony

anatomy extraction described in Sec. II B 1 resolved these

issues. Similar interventions were required for contrast-

enhanced CT. Alternatively, methods specifically devised to

label the complete rib cage38 or atlas-based approaches could

reduce this influence to image quality.

An important parameter for the used B-spline free-form

deformation transformation is the spacing of the control point

grid. The issue of sliding motion has brought several authors

to lower this spacing. As a finer grid is employed, the repre-

sentation of discontinuities such as sliding improves. How-

ever, the complexity of the optimization increases rapidly

with the number of parameters, along with the computation

time. In addition, allowing more degrees of freedom increases

sensitivity to noise and artifacts since the parameterization of

the spatial transformation becomes less restrictive. The

choice of the control point spacing is thus a trade-off between

matching accuracy on one hand, and robustness and effi-

ciency on the other.

TABLE I. The distance between all landmarks in the lungs before registra-

tion (BR), the TRE after conventional registration without using a mask

(NM), after registration using a lung mask (LM) and using the motion mask

(MM). Given are the mean values (l) and standard deviation (r), and the

maximum value over all points (Max).

TRE (mm) TRE (mm)

Method Patient l 6 r Max Patient l 6 r Max

BR 1 14.00 6 7.17 32.4 9 6.94 6 4.05 16.6

NM 2.91 6 3.45 21.7 2.36 6 2.02 10.9

LM 1.43 6 1.06 8.0 1.93 6 1.44 11.8

MM 1.42 6 1.13 6.5 1.69 6 1.12 7.1

BR 2 6.34 6 2.94 16.0 10 9.83 6 4.85 20.3

NM 1.05 6 0.75 4.5 2.64 6 2.03 11.9

LM 1.02 6 0.62 3.3 2.00 6 1.35 11.5

MM 1.00 6 0.55 3.0 1.82 6 1.14 10.7

BR 3 7.67 6 5.03 24.5 11 7.48 6 5.50 24.8

NM 1.84 6 1.91 9.9 3.30 6 3.13 16.2

LM 1.27 6 1.19 11.2 2.60 6 2.47 18.3

MM 1.44 6 1.56 13.5 2.75 6 2.45 16.9

BR 4 6.68 6 3.67 14.2 12 10.90 6 6.96 27.6

NM 1.49 6 1.46 8.8 3.63 6 3.40 19.0

LM 1.31 6 1.16 9.1 2.06 6 1.37 13.0

MM 1.29 6 0.95 6.7 2.01 6 1.16 6.7

BR 5 7.09 6 5.08 19.8 13 11.00 6 7.42 30.6

NM 1.67 6 1.77 12.1 4.63 6 4.46 24.2

LM 1.44 6 1.46 11.1 2.23 6 1.68 10.2

MM 1.49 6 1.46 11.0 2.15 6 1.59 14.0

BR 6 7.33 6 4.86 24.1 14 15.00 6 9.00 30.6

NM 2.36 6 3.12 21.2 7.13 6 7.71 30.3

LM 2.01 6 3.42 25.8 1.96 6 1.72 19.4

MM 1.88 6 2.86 20.8 2.11 6 1.79 18.0

BR 7 3.89 6 2.78 10.9 15 7.92 6 3.97 15.8

NM 1.53 6 1.11 6.4 3.03 6 2.20 10.3

LM 1.62 6 1.11 8.7 2.13 6 1.26 7.1

MM 1.52 6 0.92 6.1 2.05 6 1.20 8.0

BR 8 4.34 6 3.90 17.7 16 7.30 6 6.34 27.8

NM 1.61 6 1.66 11.2 2.91 6 2.93 18.3

LM 1.31 6 1.07 11.4 2.19 6 2.08 18.7

MM 1.30 6 1.03 8.9 2.12 6 1.66 12.0

TABLE II. The top part of the table shows the group mean of the distance

between landmarks before registration (BR), of the TRE after conventional

registration without using a mask (NM), after registration using a lung mask

(LM) and using the motion mask (MM). The TRE is calculated for all points

in the lung based on 3620 measurements (A), for all points within 10 mm of

the chest wall based on 757 measurements (B), and for all points within 10

mm of the diaphragm and mediastinum using 636 landmarks (C). The bot-

tom part of the table lists the DSC for the extracted bony anatomy (D), and

the trachea and bronchi (E). Given are the mean values (l) and standard

deviation (r).

Measure BR NM LM MM

TRE (mm) l 6 r l 6 r l 6 r l 6 r
A 8.36 6 5.49 2.76 6 3.14 1.78 6 1.66 1.75 6 1.52

B 8.92 6 5.71 4.82 6 3.97 2.59 6 2.71 2.59 6 2.45

C 8.38 6 5.17 2.03 6 2.01 1.89 6 1.68 1.71 6 1.60

DSC (%) l 6 r l 6 r l 6 r l 6 r
D 91.3 6 4.8 91.0 6 2.5 91.0 6 2.5 92.3 6 2.3

E 57.0 6 9.1 80.5 6 4.5 79.2 6 4.7 81.1 6 4.2
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In Fig. 6, the mean TRE (and standard deviation) obtained

with and without motion mask are shown in function of the

control point spacing for patient 1, characterized by large

motion. We note that the result obtained with mask using a

control point spacing of 128 mm (2.43 6 1.41 mm), is better

than the result obtained without mask using a control point

spacing of 32 mm (2.91 6 3.45 mm). This indicates that, de-

spite the large motion, the lung deformation is inherently

smooth and the improved registration accuracy—obtained by

increasing the number of control points—is mainly due to a

better representation of the sliding motion. Considering this,

the role of the motion mask can thus be viewed as facilitating

the registration by lowering the complexity for the spatial

transform, while maintaining accuracy.

While this work specifically focused on the sliding motion of

the lungs with respect to the chest wall, some principles may be

generalized. Other anatomical sites present organs that deform

and move independently with respect to the neighboring tissue,

such as the bladder and prostate or the esophagus. In these

cases, performing separate registrations with adapted parameters

and using physiologically compatible subanatomical segmenta-

tions may improve registration results. Ding et al.39 measured

sliding between lung lobes using breath-hold exhale and inhale

images. Registration accuracy was shown to improve when

registering the segmented lobes separately. In 4D CT images,

acquired during normal tidal breathing, we assumed lobar slid-

ing was small and did not explicitly take it into account.

Evaluating the overlap of the bony anatomy revealed that

for several patients, the initial overlap did not improve after

registration using a motion mask. Visual inspection of the

registration results showed that small reproducibility errors

in the motion mask extraction, very near to the bony anat-

omy, were causing local mismatches. While registration

using the motion mask still gave better results than conven-

tional registration and registration using lung masks, this

issue brings forward a drawback of the registration method

used in this work. The fact masks are needed for both

images, in combination with a boundary matching penalty,

raises the requirements for the segmentations. Registration

methods relying on one segmentation, as proposed by

Schmidt-Richberg et al.4 and Delmon et al.,16 not only

require less segmentations to be performed, but are expected

to be less prone to errors induced by that segmentation.

VI. CONCLUSION

We proposed a method for automatically dividing the

upper thorax into similarly moving regions, capable of

facilitating deformable registration of the thorax in combi-

nation with any registration method relying on a prior seg-

mentation. Compared to using lung masks, motion masks

were shown to be more suited when registering the entire

thorax.
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